Leaded Designs

Classic Style

Leaded glass has a rich heritage and has been a trusted glass feature of choice over many centuries. Yet it is still as relevant and popular as ever, enhancing both contemporary and
period properties alike.

Bespoke Designs
Craftsmanship
Elegance

At
hand crafted quality comes as standard. This is because we employ traditionally skilled craftsmen as well as technicians. Below is a small selection of our designs,
coloured stain effects and beveled designs are also available.

Georgian

Elizabethan

Queen Caroline

Westmorland

Northumberland

Cleveland

Queen Anne

Omega

Lead Care Notes
Before ordering…
It’s important to know that no leadwork to be applied to Softcoated Glasses.
If lead is requested on the Obscure pane the customer should be made aware of the
practical and aesthetic implications.
If soldered joints are requested only the outside joints will be soldered unless stated on
the initial order.
If dark lead is required the following must be considered;

•
•
•
•

Darkened / Aged / Antique leaded units will be supplied using our coated lead
as standard unless ordered in conjunction with Stain / Bevel work.
If the new order is to match older existing work this must be specified at the
time of order to allow us to keep the products used consistent.
Stain Glass Decorative products will be darkened using a chemical activator as
standard.
Lead Lites with soldered joints will be darkened using a chemical activator.

If leaded units are being glazed into darker substrate PVCu frames or composite
doors;

•

Leaded units intended for woodgrain products or composite doors must have
the external lead cut back to the sight-line level. This will reduce the risk of the lead
lifting due to the expansion of the window frame if glazed in a southerly aspect.
Weathering…
Following installation the lead strip will change in appearance. The lead will be seen
to naturally oxidise to eventually form a patina giving the familiar grey look. This is
totally normal and not in anyway a defect in the lead. A separate Technical Data Sheet
is available for more details.
General Maintenance…
Extra care must be taken when cleaning leaded so not to dislodge the lead from
the surface of the glass. Warm soapy water applied with a soft cloth is adequate for
cleaning leaded glass.
Under no circumstances should abrasive or solvent based cleaners be used.

